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The problem of obtaining a minimum Loo solution of an underdetermined system 
of consistent linear equations is reduced to a linear programming problem. A 
modified simplex algorithm is then described. In this algorithm no conditions are 
imposed on the coefficient matrix, minimum computer storage is required and 
no artificial variables are needed. The algorithm is a simple and fast one. Numeric-
al results are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the underdetermined system of linear equations 
Ca =f, (1) 
where C = ( ci;) is a given real n X m matrix of rank k < n < m, and f = (h) 
'ts a given real n-vector. It is required to calculate the solution m-vector a* for 
this system. 
It is known that system (1) has a solution if and only if rank( C If) =rank( C). 
[f rank( C I f) > rank( C), the system is inconsistent and it has no solution. 
1\lso since the number of equations is less than the number of unknowns, then 
J system (1) has a solution it has an infinite number of solutions. We shall 
1ssume throughout the present work that system (1) is consistent and thus 
m infinite number of solutions exist. 
However, in the present problem, from these infinite solutions, we seek the 
;olution vector a* whose Loo or Chebyshev norm 
II a lloo = max[l al I , ... , I am 1], (2) 
s as small as possible. Such a problem arises in many engineering applica-
:ions, particularly in control theory applications. These are known as the 
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minimum norm control systems problems. See the references cited in 
[4, 5, 8]. 
Using some basic concepts from functional analysis, Cadzow [4] described 
an efficient algorithm for solving this problem. In his algorithm, a column 
exchange method is used and this necessitates that matrix C in ( 1) should 
satisfy the Haar condition. Using the same concepts from functional analysis, 
Cadzow [5] described another algorithm which handles the non-Haar cases, 
but necessitates that matrix C be of full rank. 
In the present work, this problem is reduced to a linear programming 
problem. A modified simplex algorithm is then described. In this algorithm 
no conditions are imposed on matrix C, such as the Haar condition or the 
full rank condition. The present method is based on a method applied 
recently to a related problem [1]. In [5], Cadzow outlined a linear program-
ming scheme for the present problem, but it is completely different from ours. 
The present algorithm is in two parts. In part 1, an initial basic feasible 
solution for the linear programming problem is obtained without needing 
any artificial variables. The objective function z is then calculated. If z < 0, 
it is made positive. This requires the least effort. The marginal costs are then 
calculated. Part 2 consists of a slightly modified simplex method which suits 
our problem. The algorithm needs the minimum computer storage. 
If Ca = f is inconsistent, this will be detected in part 2 of the algorithm. 
This is indicated by the existence of an unbounded solution to the linear 
programming problem. In this case the calculation is terminated. If rank 
( C I f) = rank( C) = k < n, that is one or more equations in (1) is redundant, 
such equations will be found out at the end of the program. 
The elements of the solution vector a* to the given problem (1), are 
calculated from the objective function and the marginal costs in the final 
tableau of the linear programming problem. 
The present algorithm is a simple one, and thus can be easily implemented. 
Numerical results show that the algorithm is a fast one. 
2. THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING PREsENTATION 
Let in (2), II a II"' = h ~ 0. Then the present problem may be reduced to a 
linear programming problem as follows. 
minimize h (3a) 
subject to 
-h ~a;~ h, i = 1, ... ,m (3b) 
and 
Ca=f 
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fhe last set of constraints may be replaced by 
f~ Ca ~~ (3c) 
After rearranging the constraints, this problem is conventionally 
·ormulated as follows. 
mbject to 
md 
Ca ?! 
a+ he? 0 
-Ca ?- -f 
-a+ he? 0 
h? 0, 
(4b) 
(4c) 
.vhere em+1 is an (m + I)-vector each element of which is zero except the 
m + l)th element which is 1. Also e is an m-vector each element of which 
s 1. The There and later refers to the transpose. 
It is more efficient to use the dual of problem (4). For a related case see 
7, p. 174]. The dual formulation is 
(Sa) 
:ubject to 
-/) - (0) 
eT b ~ 1 (5b) 
md 
b;? 0, i = 1, 2, ... , 2 (n + m). (5c) 
)n the r.h.s. of (5b), the 0 is an m-zero column and on the l.h.s. each I is an 
n-unit matrix and each OT is an n-zero row vector. 
We may now add one slack variable. b. say, in order to be able to replace 
he inequality in (5b) by an equality. Thus (5b) reduces to 
(5b') 
However, we show in Lemma l below that we should take b. = 0 and the 
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inequality in (5b) becomes an equality. Hence (5b) is replaced instead by 
For convenience, we write the above equation in the form 
Db= em+I· (5d) 
As usual, a simplex tableau for (m + I) constraints in 2(n + m) variables 
is to be constructed for problem (5). We call this the large tableau, in order 
to identify it from the condensed tableau which will be described in Section 3. 
Later we show that we need to calculate only n columns of the condensed 
tableaux. 
Let the basis matrix, at any stage of the computation be denoted by B. B is 
of order (m + 1). For any column j in the simplex tableau, the vector Y; is 
given by 
j = 1, 2, ... , 2(n + m); (6) 
where D; is the jth column of matrix D of (5d). 
Let the elements of the 2(n + m) vector [fT, OT, -jT, OT)T of (Sa), asso-
ciated with the basic variables be the (m + 1) vector g8 • Then for the marginal 
costs, denoted by {z; - g;}, we have 
j = 1, ... , 2(n + m). (7) 
The basic solution, denoted by b8 is given by 
(8) 
and the objective function z is given by 
(9) 
DEFINITION. Consider the matrix of constraints Din (5d). Because of the 
kind of symmetry this matrix has, we define any column i, 1 ~ i ~ (n + m), 
and the column j = (i + (n + m)) in this matrix as two corresponding 
columns. 
By using a similar argument to that given by Osborne and Watson [7, 
Lemma 4.3] for a related problem, we can show that any two corresponding 
columns should not appear together in any basis. 
Let z* be the optimum objective function for programming problem (5) 
and let B* be the basis matrix associated with the optimum solution. Then 
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the optimum Chebyshev deviation II a* lloo = z* = Z*. Z* is the optimum 
;olution of (4). 
Again, if in the dual problem (5), a column is in the basis for the optimal 
;olution, its corresponding inequality in the primal (4b) is an equality [6, 
J. 239]. Hence from ( 4b ), <::) is the solution of the system 
(lOa) 
.vhere the elements of g8 • are those associated with the basic variables for the 
)ptimum solution of (5). 
Consider an example of obtaining the minimum Loo solution of system (1) 
'or two equations of rank 2 in five unknowns. In this case (lOa) consists of 
;ix equations in six unknowns, the five elements of a and z. These equations 
.vould be the first two and a suitable four of the remaining five of the following 
;ystem. 
rlcn r1c12 r1c1a r1c14 r1c1s 0 al = rd1 
r2c21 r2c22 r2c2a r2C24 r2c2s 0 a2 = rd2 
ra 0 0 0 0 a a =0 
0 r4 0 0 0 1 a4 =0 (lOb) 
0 0 rs 0 0 1 as =0 
0 0 0 r6 0 1 z =0 
0 0 0 0 r7 =0 
¥here r; = +1 or -1. If column i, i = 1, ... , (n + m) of the matrix of 
;onstraints in (5d), is in the basis, r; = +I, and r; = -1 if instead its 
;orresponding column is in the basis. 
In this example, the given two equations are in system (lOa) and thus 
,ystem (1) is satisfied. Also since four out of the five last equations in (lOb) 
tre in (lOa), four out of the five elements of a*, each equals +z* or -z*. 
It is clear from this example that in general, (m + 1 - n) elements of a*, 
:ach equals +z* or -z* and therefore the remaining (n- 1) elements of a* 
n absolute value, each :S;z*. See also Lemmas 6 and 7 below. 
For further use, we write (lOa) in the form 
(IOc) 
LEMMA 1. Assume that we have obtained an optimal basic feasible solution 
o linear programming problem (5). Then if bs is in the basis, z* = 0. 
Proof Let B* be the basis matrix for the optimum basic solution. Then 
rom (8) and (9), z* is given by 
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Also since b, is assumed in the basis, the marginal cost forb, = 0. Hence 
from (6), (7), and (5b'), 
which implies that z* = 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 1. If z* = 0 then II a* lloo = 0 and hence in (I) a* = 0, implying 
thatf = 0, which is a contradiction. This justifies taking b. = 0 in (5b'). 
In the following, Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 are analogous to Lemmas l, 3, and 4 
in [1], respectively. The proofs of these lemmas follow those of the 
corresponding lemmas in [I]. 
LEMMA 2. Let bB be any basic solution, feasible or not, and z be the 
objective function for programming problem (5). Let also column j be the 
corresponding column to column i, I ~ i ~ (n + m), in the matrix of con-
straints in (5d). Then 
Y; + Yi = 0, i = 1, ... , n, (II a) 
and 
Yi + Yi = 2bB' i = (n + 1), ... , (n + m). 
Also for the marginal costs 
(z; - fi) + (zi - jj) = 0, i =I, ... , n, (12a) 
and 
(z; - fi) + (zi - jj) = 2z, i = (n + I), ... , (n + m). (I2b) 
LEMMA 3. Let us assume that we have obtained an initial basic solution to 
problem (5). Then: (I) For each basic solution,Jeasible or not, there correspond 
two bases, B<1> and B<2> say, each determines the same basic solution. Every 
column in one of the bases has its corresponding column in the other basis, 
arranged in the same order. (2) However, the two values of z are equal in 
magnitude but opposite in sign. 
LEMMA 4. Consider the two bases B<1> and B<2> defined in Lemma 3, and let 
us use (7)-(8) to construct two simplex tableaux Thl and T<2J which correspond, 
respectively, to B<1> and B<2> • Let also i be the corresponding column to column 
j, where I ~j ~ 2 (n + m). Then we have Y; in Thl = Yi in T<2>. 
Consider also the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. At any stage of the computation, the (m + I) th column of B-1 
equals the basic solution bB. 
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Assume that we have obtained an optimum basic feasible solution to 
linear programming problem (5). Then it is concluded earlier that (m + 
1 - n) elements of a* each equals +z* or -z*, and the remaining (n- 1) 
elements of a*, in absolute value, each :(;z*. 
LEMMA 6. If column j, (n + 1) :<(j :<( (n + m), of the matrix of con-
straints of (5d) is in the final basis, then aj_n = -z*. But if instead, the 
corresponding column of j is in the final basis, aj_n = z*. 
Proof The proof of the lemma may be established by considering the 
simple structure ofequationj,j = (n + 1), ... , (n + m), of(lOb). 
LEMMA 7. The (n - 1) elements of a* whose absolute value, each :(;z*, 
each is calculated from the marginal cost of a nonbasic column in the final 
condensed simplex tableau. These nonbasic columns are not corresponding 
columns of any column in the basis. Let column j, (n + 1) :<( j :<( (n + m ), of 
the matrix of constraints be such nonbasic column. Then 
(n + 1) :<( j :<( (n + m), (13a) 
or 
(2n + m + 1) :<( j :<( 2(n + m). (13b) 
Proof Again, the nonbasic columns which are not corresponding 
columns to any column in the basis are (n - 1) columns j, where (n + 1) :<( 
j :<( (n + m) and their corresponding columns. 
Consider the case (n + 1) :(;j :<( (n + m). From (5d), (6), and (7), 
T (B*)-1 (Uj-n) Zj - gj = Zj = gB* l , (14) 
where Uj is the jth column in an m-unit matrix. Substituting in (14), n~-n] = 
[u1onl + m ' we get 
where (B*)j.!1 and (B*);;;~1 are, respectively, the (j - n) th and the (m + 1) th 
column of (B*)-1 . Hence by using (lOc), Lemma 5, and (9), we get (13a). In 
the same way (13b) is proved. 
LEMMA 8. If the set of equations Ca =fin (1) is inconsistent, i.e., rank 
(C I f) >rank( C), then the solution of linear programming problem (5), would 
be unbounded. 
Proof It is sufficient to illustrate this case by an example. Consider the 
solved example of Section 4 below. Let in the set of Eqs. (15), f 3 = -20 
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instead. In this case rank(C I f) = 3 while rank( C) = 2 and the system would 
be inconsistent. Hence in tableau 2, (z11 - g11) would be the most negative 
marginal cost and thus D11 replaces D 9 in the basis. This gives tableau 3. In 
tableau 3, we find that D1 has the most negative marginal cost, yet every 
element of y1 is ~ 0. 
3. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW METHOD 
From Lemma 2, if column Yi, 1 ~ i ~ (n + m), in the simplex tableau is 
known, its corresponding column Yi , j = i + (n + m) is readily known and 
vise versa. The same is true for the marginal costs. Hence we start by con-
structing a simplex tableau for problem (5), for (m + 1) constraints in only 
(n + m) variables. Let these be the first (n + m) elements of the 2(n + m)-
vector b. We call these the condensed tableaux. 
The algorithm is in two parts. In part 1, we obtain an initial basic feasible 
solution. We also calculate the initial objective function z ()!0) and the 
initial marginal costs {zi - gi}. 
We take advantage of the existence of them-unit submatrices in matrix Din 
(5d) in obtaining an initial basic feasible solution without the need of artificial 
variables. 
Them columns (n + 1), ... , (n + m), in matrix D, each is a column in an 
m-unit matrix augmented by a 1 as the (m + 1) th element. We chose these m 
columns, or their corresponding columns, to form the first m columns in the 
initial basis matrix B. This is simply done by performing m Gauss-Jordan 
eliminations. For each of these columns, a Gauss-Jordan elimination consists 
of one step only. This is the step needed to eliminate the 1 in the (m + 1)th 
position of this column. The choice between column (n + i) or its correspond-
ing column is given in the next paragraph. 
Consider any one of the first n columns in matrix D. Denote this column 
by X. Consider element i, i = 1, ... , m, in succession of column X. If in X, 
element i ~ 0, we chose column (n + i) in matrix D to form the ith column 
of B. If element i in X > 0, we chose instead, the corresponding column to 
column (n + i) to form the ith column of B. When all these m columns enter 
the basis, the first m elements of X, each would keep its value, with a negative 
sign and the (m + l)th element of X would be >0. In fact, this (m + l)th 
element would equal the sum of the absolute values of the first m elements in X. 
Column X will now be chosen to be the (m + 1) th column of B. The 
process described in the previous paragraph guarantees that when column X 
enters the basis as the (m + 1) th column of B, the initial basic solution would 
be feasible. That is each element of b8 )! 0. 
The objective function z is then calculated from (9). If z < 0, we make use 
of Lemmas 3 and 4 and replace the basis matrix by its corresponding one. 
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We also replace the columns of the condensed simplex tableau by their 
corresponding columns. In effect, we keep the simplex tableau unchanged, 
except for the f values and z. Such parameters have their signs reversed. See 
also [1]. The marginal costs {zJ - gJ} are then calculated from (7). This ends 
part 1 of the algorithm, as we now have an initial basic feasible solution and 
z ?0. 
Part 2 of the algorithm, is the ordinary simplex algorithm. The only 
difference is in the choice of the non basic column which enters the basis. The 
column to enter the basis is that which has the most negative marginal cost 
among the nonbasic columns in the current tableau and their corresponding 
columns. Relation (12) is used for calculating the marginal costs of the cor-
responding columns. 
Finally, the elements of the solution vector a* to the given problem (1) are 
calculated from Lemmas 6 and 7. 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The above described steps are now explained by a solved example. 
ExAMPLE 1. Obtain a minimum Loo solution of the following under-
determined system of linear equations. 
7a1 - 4a2 + 5a3 + 3a4 + a 5 = -30, 
-2a1 + a2 + 5a3 + 4a4 + a 5 = 15, 
5a1 - 3a2 + l0a2 + 7a4 + 2a5 = -15. 
(15) 
In (15) C is an 3 x 5 matrix of rank 2 and the system is consistent. The 
third equation is the sum of the other two. 
Shown are the initial data for linear programming problem (5) and the 
condensed tableaux for the algorithm described in Section 3. Again, DJ , 
1 ::;;_j :::;;_ 2 (n + m), is the jth column of the matrix of constraints in (5d). 
The pivot elements are bracketed. 
Tableau 1 is obtained by having columns 12, 5, 14, 15, 16, and I of the 
matrix of constraints to form, respectively, columns 1, ... , 6 of the initial 
basis matrix B. 
In tableau 1, the initial basic solution is feasible but z < 0. We therefore 
make use of Lemmas 3 and 4 and write down tableau 1 *. Tableau 1 * is 
itself tableau 1 except for the/values and z. Such parameters have their signs 
reversed. The columns of tableau 1 * are the corresponding columns of 
tableau I. In tableau I*, D2 which has the most negative marginal cost 
replaces its corresponding column D10 • From (lla), y2 = -y10 and from 
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(12a), (z2 - g2) = -(z10 - g10). This gives tableau 1 **. In tableau 1 **, D2 
replaces D7 in the basis. This gives tableau 2. 
In tableau 2, D 15 which has the most negative marginal cost replaces its 
corresponding column D7 • From (11 b), y15 = 2bB - y7 and from 
(12b), (z15 - g15) = 2z - (z7 - g7). This gives tableau 2*. 
In tableau 2*, D15 replaces D 8 in the basis. This gives tableau 3. In tableau 3, 
D16 replaces its corresponding column D8 • This gives tableau 3* (not shown). 
In tableau 3*, D16 replaces D 6 in the basis. This gives tableau 4. Tableau 4 
gives the optimum solution which is z* = 3. 
From Lemmas 6 and 7, we get the minimum Loo solution of system (15), 
which is a* = ( -3, 3, -1.8, 3, 3)T. 
We notice in tableaux 2 to 4, that (z3 - g3) = (z11 - g11) = 0. This indi-
cates that the third equation in (15) is redundant and thus rank( C I f) = 
rank(C) = 2. 
We also notice that the optimal basic feasible solution is degenerate as it 
contains one zero element. This indicates that the optimum solution is 
probably not unique. 
By giving a careful look to the above simplex tableaux, we notice that six 
out of eight, i.e., (m + 1) out of (n + m) columns in the condensed tableaux 
are actually the six columns of a six-unit matrix. Such columns need only be 
accounted for and need not be written down. This can easily be done and the 
condensed simplex tableau may be condensed more. We denote such tableaux 
as the reduced tableaux. In the reduced tableaux, we calculate only (n - 1) 
columns and their marginal cost, as well as bB and z. These (n - 1) columns 
are the (n -- 1) nonbasic columns in the condensed tableaux. 
A computer program for the present algorithm which calculates the 
reduced tableaux only is coded in Fortran lV [2]. It is used to solve the above 
example in single precision calculation on the IBM 360/67 computer. The 
execution time, that is the CPU time is about 0.007 seconds. 
The numerical example solved by Cadzow [4, p. 616], is solved by our 
program and the execution time is 0.016 seconds. This is t the time given by 
Cadzow who used his method on a faster computer. Eventually, the last 
element of the solution vector of this example should read -0.5371. 
Several test problems have been solved by the present method and the 
numerical results show that the present algorithm is a fast one. 
5. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION 
The present method may be identified by the following features. 
All the calculations are made in the reduced simplex tableaux. An initial 
basic feasible solution for the linear programming problem as well as the 
initial objective function z (~0) are obtained with a minimum effort. We do 
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not need to calculate the marginal costs until the end of part 1 of the 
algorithm. The inverse of the basis matrix, B-I, is never calculated. The 
elements of the solution vector a* of the given system (1) are calculated from 
z* and the marginal costs of the final reduced tableau. The rank of Cis known 
at the end of the solution. 
Using our notation, we may compare the number of arithmetic operations 
of the method of Cadzow (5] to that of ours. The number of multiplications 
per iteration in [5] is >(3nm + m). However, in the present method, the 
number of multiplications required per iteration, i.e., required to change a 
simplex tableau is n(m + 3). This is about i that of Cadzow. Numerical 
evidence of the test cases show that the present method converges in n to 2n 
iterations. 
Finally, we mention that the present method would be most efficient if 
certain intermediate iterations in the simplex method could be skipped. For 
this point see Barrodale and Roberts (3]. 
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